Overview

The SceneStation StationLink Module is an optional module that can be installed into a SceneStation to give it 2.4GHz wireless connectivity for use with the SceneStation Studio software available for Mac and Windows computers.

This module may be installed in any SceneStation running firmware 2.0 or higher.

If you plan to use SceneStation’s wireless feature to connect to SceneStation Studio, you’ll also need either a SS-USB-STICK or SS-USB-DONGLE attached to the computer.

Installation Instructions

Video instructions for installing a StationLink Module into a SceneStation are available at:

www.interactive-online.com/products/scenestation/videos

Features

- Installs inside a SceneStation
- Enables direct PC or Mac programming of the station from SceneStation Studio software
- Allows multiple SceneStations to mimic each other’s buttons
- Can be removed from station after programming

Applications

- Commercial
- Residential
- Architectural Lighting
- Entertainment Lighting
- Trade Shows
- Themed Entertainment
- Museum
- Building Management
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